Permanent, non-toxic, non-freezable, non-flammable ink. Ink performs reliably as a benefit denial device and causes no harm on contact.

- Compatible with SuperTag detacher. Customers can upgrade to ink security without changing detectors.

- Premium performance and durability. Small, lightweight design.

- Exceptional protection. Includes a patented rotary clamp lock and spring gate mechanism inside detacher channel, which offers an additional layer of defeat resistance.

**Sensormatic® SuperTag® Ink**

SuperTag Ink is the newest addition to the Sensormatic SuperTag portfolio. The industry-leading hard tag family now incorporates the advantages of patented Ultra•Max® hard tag and a special ink formula for an unparalleled level of merchandise protection. The integrated ink vial combats tag cutting defeats, providing a high level of deterrence in challenging situations. SuperTag Ink’s unique design protects high-risk, high-value merchandise in department and specialty store environments or anywhere apparel or fashion accessories are found.

The small, lightweight stylish design of SuperTag Ink provides a visual deterrent that complements other Sensormatic re-usable tagging solutions. SuperTag Ink provides an optimal solution for in-store apparel and accessories protection. Combining SuperTag with benefit denial enables loss prevention professionals to deploy a new layer of security against shoplifters.

**tyco Fire & Security**
Sensormatic® SuperTag® Ink

Features:
- SuperTag with integrated ink vial
- Combats cutting defeats
- Lightweight, smaller design
- Patented spring gate for superior defeat resistance
- Patented rotary clamp lock protects merchandise

Applications:
High value merchandise - fashion apparel, leathers and designer merchandise

Compatibility:
EAS
Ultra-Max® systems

Detachers
SuperTag power and hand detachers

Tacks
MJ200-G, MJ200-B, MJVT-2

Accessories
MJVT-2, VersaTack®
MXVC-1, Versa Clip
MXSTL, Lanyard
MXVT15/MXVT25, Versatie

Regulatory Compliance:
Compliant with OSHA Material Safety Standards for non-toxic liquids.

Dimensions:
3.1” x 1.2” x .44” (LxWxH)
79mm x 30.50mm x 11.30mm
Weight: 16.8g

Product Codes:
ZL310YG: SuperTag Ink with Yellow Ink and Universal Warning (excludes tack)
MJ200-G SuperTag Tack, Grey
MJVT-2 VersaTack
MXSTL SuperTag Lanyard
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